
Round Table Games X-Wing Program 

 

 
How it works 

What is it? Starting March 1, 2017 we are going to run multiple levels of competitive play.  We will be running  

 a 2-month-long ladder league with challenges playable at any time, default is 100 point build, but you can arrange 
whatever you like 

 a 2-month-long mission-based league playable at any time  

 weekly escalation tournaments every Sunday at 4pm (each week the tournament total goes up by 30 points).  

 There may be special tournaments scheduled for organized play kits such as Store Champion or League 
  You can see our Organized Page link here  
 
Cost  $5 buy-in for each league 
  $5 buy-in for each weekly tournament.  Rankade Dojo rank can affect this (Emperors get a 10% discount,  
   Shogun 8%, Daimyo 6% and Samurai 4% on tournament fees and game-related products).  If you  
   are at the top of the leader board and at least 6  people compete your tournament entry is free. 
 
Duration  Each odd-numbered month will start a new ladder league buy-in and payout schedule.  Positions will be reversed when the next  
   period starts.  
  Each odd-numbered month will start a new mission league buy-in and payout schedule.  Points will re-set.   
 
Rules Latest Rules Reference Document and FAQ https://www.fantasyflightgames.com/en/products/x-wing/#/support-section 
 Ladder League: You can challenge anyone within 3 spaces higher than you on the league ladder.  If you defeat them you swap 

 places with them on the ladder.  Initial placement when someone joins the league will be based on their Rankade 
 standing.  Higher ranked players start lower on the ladder.  If you are inactive for 14 days you drop a rank on the 
 ladder.  You have 5 days to answer a challenge (7 to schedule a match), after which time the challenger will be 
 declared the match winner, unless the original challenger .  You can challenge multiple people at the same time.  If, 
 due to order played, a challenge would fall outside of the 3 rung window, it is cancelled.  If the origianl challenger is 
 now ranked higher, the challenged becomes the challenger.  All challenges should be submitted to the TO.  You are 
 not allowed to turn down a challenge.  You cannot challenge the same player more than twice in the same day. 

 
 Mission League: You must play missions from this compiled list or from X-Wing Mission Control.  The player currently ranked  
  lower on the league board gets to choose the mission.  No mission can be chosen and played  twice from the same 

 side in the same 2-month period by the same player (you can claim and play once as Rebels, once as Empire (whether 
 you substitute Scum & Villainy ships or not with the following exception: you can play both sides of a mission using 
 exactly the ships specified in the mission for double league points, and you will still be able to play that same mission 
 with a constructed fleet) .  If you choose a mission requiring specific ships you must first  verify with the challenged 
 player that they have the appropriate ships and/ or cards.  If not you must choose a different mission.  Winning a 
 mission is worth 2 league points (4 if you used the exact ships).  Losing is worth 1 point (2 if you used the exact ships). 

 
Requirements You must provide your own movement and range templates, obstacles, tokens, etc.  
  All ships and cards must be accurately represented – no proxies 
 
Frequency You can play campaign missions and ladder league challenges whenever you like. 
  Each Sunday we will raise the tournament max points by 30 points.  These will be Swiss round paired. 
   For example: 
   3/5/17 60 point max.   
   3/12/17 90 point max.   
   3/19/17 120 point max.  
   3/26/17 150 point max. (Epic play - huge ships are allowed) 
 
Rewards  $5 of each tournament entry fee will be given out as store credit to the top 3 players at the end of each  
   tournament 
  $5 of each monthly ladder league fee will be given out as store credit to the top 3 players at the end of  
   each even-numbered 
  $5 of each mission league fee will be given out as store credit to the top 3 players at the end of  
   each even-numbered 
  You get 1 Quest Card punch every time you pay $5 to play in a tournament.  After 10 punches you get $5 off any tournament  

 we run. 
The X-Wing Dojo (you must register your Rankade account to receive the benefits listed below) 
Each game you play, as well as the monthly tournament, goes toward your X-Wing Dojo score 

http://www.roundtablegamesma.com/xwingop
https://www.fantasyflightgames.com/en/products/x-wing/#/support-section
http://xwing-miniatures.wikia.com/wiki/Category:Missions
https://tools.fantasyflightgames.com/xwing/
https://rankade.com/star-wars-x-wing-at-round-table-games/


  You earn Chivalry points based on your tournament final position (10 points for last, 20 points for next to last, etc.) 
  Every time you earn a new belt you get 100 Chivalry  points.   
  High-ranking players get a discount on all X-Wing and X-Wing related products and tournament fees 

http://www.roundtablegamesma.com/reward-programs

